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PREPARATION FOR USE
Be sure that your healthcare provider
or your durable equipment supplier has
given you proper instruction on the use
of this device. It is important that the
knee cruzer is correctly set up to fit the
patient’s height, weight, and
ability. Your provider should
a always follow-up with
prescribed written instruction
and safety limits for individual pa-
tient use of the SPRY Knee
Cruzer.

IMPORANT!
Have you been given prescribed written
instructions on your individual patient
requirements and/or limitations while
using this device?

Have you been instructed on proper fold-
ing for transport and lifting of this de-
vice?

If at anytime the use of this device
causes pain or discomfort, discontinue
use and contact your healthcare profes-
sional.

Have the handlebar and knee rest been
correctly adjusted for your height, weight
and/or other possible physical limita-
tions?

Has either your provider or medical
equipment supplier observed your proper
use of this device before    releasing it to
you?

LET’S GO!
Riding the SPRY Knee Cruzer will provide
you with greater mobility than standard
crutch substitutes.  The controls are very
similar to those of a common bicycle with a
few important, but subtle, differences.
REMEMBER TO START SLOWLY, this is a

MEDICAL mobility device for
the purpose  of aiding you in your

recovery.

FORWARD
Position your injured leg on the knee
rest aligning the kneecap with the

front most edge of the pad.
Stand erect, with hands

comfortably placed on the
handle grips (see image 9), release

the brake and use your free leg to propel you
slowly forward. Practice with assistance until
your are completely comfortable moving
around.    Always move at safe and manage-
able pace.

BACKWARD
If it is necessary to move backward, use ex-
treme caution when doing so. Straighten the
front wheels and gently push forward with
your free leg moving slowly for no more than
a foot or two. This is a delicate maneuver that
can compromise your balance. (FOR Basic
Model users.  See SPRY Elite rear wheel lock
option for more advanced option.)

ON A SLOPE (not recommended)
Extreme caution must be exercised when
travelling down a slope or ramp. Your center
of gravity will change and the possibility of
loss of control or injury is greatly increased.
Never attempt a ramp or slope with an in-
cline greater than ten degrees.  Regardless of 

comfort level, enlist the support of a qualified
helper. SPRY Basic is ONLY recommended-
for flat surfaces. SPRY Elite requires cau-
tious disc braking when attempting to
traverse a slope/ramp.

TURNING
With both hands resting on
the grips with correct body
position, rotate the handle-
bars in the direction de-
sired. Wheels will turn in
direction rotated (right or
left). 

REAR LOCK (advanced
maneuver for  tight turns) 
This option is only available
on the SPRY Elite Knee Cruzer. 
When space is limited, greater maneuvrabil-
ity can be achieved by disengaging the rear
wheel lock (see fig. 3). This will allow the
Cruzer to pivot left, right, or in a circle. First,
be sure the front wheels of the device are
straight and aligned with
the base and you are in
the correct body posi-
tion (see image 9).
Next, release the rear
wheel lock by depressing
the mounted lever (lo-
cated on the right hand
side of the handlebar)
until it is parallel with
the handlebar (see fig.
6). Keeping the front
wheels straight and stationary, gently add
lateral pressure to the knee rest whil pushing
or pulling in the desired directio with your
free foot (this will enable you to move in
360 degree radius). 

ALWAYS KEEP FRONT WHEEL  POINT-
ING STRAIGHT AHEAD WHEN REAR
WHEEL LOCK IS DISENGAGED.

Once the maneuver is completed, return dis-
tinctive click should be heard) (see image 5).

Practice using this release
feature with your health-
care provider or DME
supplier.

IMPORTANT! THE
REAR WHEEL   LOCK
RELEASE IS IN-
TENDED FOR STA-
TIONARY
MANEUVERS ONLY!
DO NOT    ATTEMPT

TO TRAVEL FORWARD OR BACK-
WARD WITH   THE REAR WHEEL DIS-
ENGAGED. 

BRAKING ON A LEVEL SURFACE
Spry Basic Knee Cruzer is equipped with rear
wheel compression brakes ONLY. The brake

and lock are located on
the right hand side han-
dlebar. Firmly grip the
brake lever and squeeze
to apply brake pressure
to stop or slow. The
SPRY Basic is designed
for level surface braking
ONLY.

The SPRY Elite Knee
Cruzer is equipped with front wheel mechan-
ical disc brakes located on both left and right
handlebars. Simply pull one lever (see fig. 7)
with appropriate pressure and the user will
actuate BOTH brakes. It is not necessary to
pull both levers to stop.
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Please read and understand the instructions
carefully before using the Cruzer.
DO NOT OPERATE THE SPRY KNEE CRUZER WITHOUT FIRST
READING AND UNDERSTANDING THE INFORMATION
CONTAINED IN THIS MANUAL.

GENERAL WARNINGS
Serious bodily injury may occur if the warnings contained in this manual are not strictly
adhered to. Failure to follow these safety operating instruc-
tions can cause a change in stability of the SPRY
Knee Cruzer - increasing the risk of fall or tipping
resulting in injury to the patient.

If you are unable to understand the warnings, cautions or
instructions in this manual, contact your health-
careprovider, DME supplier or product technician
before use - otherwise serious injury or damage
may occur.

Maintenance procedures other than those described
in this   manual must be performed by a qualified technician.

DO NOTuse this device following the consumption of alcohol or when taking medcation. that adversely
effects coordination and/or could impair mental processing.

DO NOTattempt to climb or descend slopes greater
than 10 degrees.

NEVERattempt to access wet, icy or oily surfaces with this device.

DO NOTattempt to operate the SPRY Cruzer on public roads, streets
or highways. Use only on designated pedestrian walkways and sidewalks.

AVOID reaching for objects with both hands or extending your reach
while utilizing this device.  Substantial shifts in weight may cause falls and in-
jury. ALWAYS lock your brake before engaging in hand free use.

NEVERbend over while using this device. Always ask for help when picking
up items from the floor.

DO NOT stand on frame, handlebars,
or knee rest at any time.

DO NOT attempt to move this de-
vice onto rotating escalator steps.
Always utilize appropriate ramps
and/or elevators. 

ALWAYS lift the Cruzer at the des-
ignated lift point only (see image 10).

ON A GRADE (advanced maneuver for
Slowing or stopping on a grade can be
achieved by “feathering” - simply apply light
pressure sporadically to brake lever while de-
scending a slope. Engaging and disengaging
brakes, allowing the Cruzer to roll forward in
small increments until the slope is navigated.

LOCKING BRAKES 
To lock brakes, engage brake lever and de-
press the brake lock button (see fig. 8) To re-
lease, reengage the brake lever and the lock
button will “pop up” disengaging the brake

lock. To ensure your safety, ALWAYS engage
the brake lock when resting in a stationary
position for any length of time.

MOUNTING OR  DISMOUNTING
THE KNEE CRUZER?

(ENGAGE brake lock FIRST!)
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